Make the Switch to Evolution
Evolution was created by rethinking the entire PMS and user experience. In many
ways it’s a new beginning.

Effortless Transition

Enhanced User Experience

We wanted to take an experience that people already

Evolution utilises a new user friendly interface, similar

knew well and enhance it, to make it more useful and

to Microsoft Office. It offers highly configurable and

enjoyable. It is instantly familiar to existing Medtech32

prearranged dashboards, workspaces and widgets to

users as it inherits previous modules and keyboard

view everything you need. Context driven functions to

shortcuts.

help you focus on what is most important, your patient.

Platform for the future

Know Your Data

State of the art performance using 64-bit architecture,

Evolution provides powerful clinical and financial

.Net framework and Microsoft SQL database.

analysis to increase insights from your data.

Evolution helps you stay connected and productive

Comprehensive data filtering options provides real time,

wherever you are. You have a range of deployment

fast and efficient analysis of patient data, allowing you

options including a fully hosted cloud solution.

to measure and improve your practice’s performance.
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Frequently Asked Questions
How do I switch to Evolution?
You can switch to Evolution from any PMS effortlessly in a phased manner.
Discuss
Requirements

Proposal

Conduct
Trials

Implementation

Evolution
Go-Live

What happens to all the data in my existing PMS?
We support 100% data migration from MT32. We have a systematic approach to achieve this.
If you use a different PMS, we target 100% data migration by applying our expertise in data mapping and conversion.
Migration Tool
Domain Expertise
Dedicated Expert Teams

On Time
Migration

Process and Tools
Post Go-Live Support

How much training is required to adapt to Evolution?
Evolution requires minimal training if you are an exsiting MT32 user.
If you are switching from a different PMS, a simple and customisable training program is available.
Extended training/follow-up sessions are available in the form of online e-Learning courses.
Will Evolution run on my current Practice computers?
With technological advancements packed into Evolution, it requires that a minimum set of Hardware and Software
requirements be satisfied. Please contact us for specifications.
If I do not want to invest in new Hardware, can I still switch to Evolution?
Yes, you can still switch to Evolution.
We offer Medtech Cloud services which offer state-of-the-art facilities to host your data.
Safety and security of your data are given paramount importance in Medtech Cloud.
How do I get in touch if I want to switch to Evolution?
Just email us at sales@medtechglobal.com or call us on 0800 263 3832

For more information
Visit: medtechglobal.com or Email: sales@medtechglobal.com
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